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Abstract
Updating established memories in light of new information is fundamental for memory to guide future behavior. However,
little is known about the brain mechanisms by which existing memories can be updated. Here, we combined functional
magnetic resonance imaging and multivariate representational similarity analysis to elucidate the neural mechanisms
underlying the updating of consolidated memories. To this end, participants first learned face–city name pairs. Twenty-four
hours later, while lying in the MRI scanner, participants were required to update some of these associations, but not others,
and to encode entirely new pairs. Updating success was tested again 24 h later. Our results showed increased activity of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) specifically during the updating of existing associations that was significantly stronger
than when simple retrieval or new encoding was required. The updating-related activity of the dlPFC and its functional
connectivity with the hippocampus were directly linked to updating success. Furthermore, neural similarity for updated
items was markedly higher in the dlPFC and this increase in dlPFC neural similarity distinguished individuals with high
updating performance from those with low updating performance. Together, these findings suggest a key role of the dlPFC,
presumably in interaction with the hippocampus, in the updating of established memories.
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Episodic memories allow us to mentally travel back in time and
relive events from our past (Tulving 2002). Beyond remember-
ing the past, these mnemonic representations support future
survival. They enable us to imagine and simulate upcoming
events (Schacter et al. 2007; Jing et al. 2017), to guide our atten-
tion and current decision-making (Chun and Turk-Browne
2007; Wimmer and Shohamy 2012). In order to accomplish
these prospective functions, it is fundamental that memories
are updated in light of new information. Indeed, it is increas-
ingly acknowledged that memories are highly dynamic entities
(Dudai 2012; Kroes and Fernandez 2012; Nadel et al. 2012;
Schwabe et al. 2014) and there is considerable evidence that

consolidated memories can be modified as a function of current
experience (Baddeley and Dale 1966; Loftus 1975; Schiller et al.
2010; Zeithamova et al. 2012). However, although the updating
of established memories is essential for our adaptation to
changing environments, the neural mechanisms underlying
the updating process of consolidated memories are not well
understood.

A prime candidate that may contribute to the updating of
established memories is the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC), a brain region that is thought to support relational
encoding (Murray and Ranganath 2007; Blumenfeld et al. 2011)
and strategic aspects of memory retrieval (Simons and Spiers
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2003; Manenti et al. 2010). Decades of research have linked the
dlPFC to cognitive control processes, such as monitoring and
inhibition (Egner and Hirsch 2005; Cole and Schneider 2007),
which are critical in the context of memory updating. Indeed,
the dlPFC appears to play a causal role in the strengthening of
memory after reactivation (Sandrini et al. 2013, 2014).
Moreover, the dlPFC is directly connected to medial temporal
lobe (MTL) areas, such as the hippocampus (Bilek et al. 2013;
Preston and Eichenbaum 2013), that are crucial for memory
formation and storage (Squire and Zola-Morgan 1991; Alvarez
and Squire 1994). Through its interaction with the hippocam-
pus, the dlPFC may orchestrate encoding and incorporation of
updated information and suppress the reactivation of old
memory representations (Anderson et al. 2004; Depue et al.
2007), thus representing a potential mechanism that enables
updating of established memories.

Updating processes have recently been investigated in
short-term memory (Kuhl et al. 2012; Schlichting and Preston
2016) and there is evidence for an important role of the dlPFC
in working memory updating (D’Ardenne et al. 2012). However,
the timescales of working memory processes and consolidated
long-term memories are clearly distinct. While the dlPFC is
known to be crucial for the maintenance of working memory
representations (Fuster and Alexander 1971; Cohen et al. 1997),
this is not the case for long-term memories, which are stored
(at least transiently) in MTL areas (Squire and Zola-Morgan
1991; Burgess et al. 2002). It remains unclear to what extent
updating processes in long-term memory resemble those in
working memory and whether the dlPFC is implicated in the
updating of established memories is completely unknown.

In the present study, we combined functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) with multivariate representational simi-
larity analysis (RSA) to elucidate the brain mechanisms
supporting the updating of consolidated long-term memories.
Participants were tested in a novel experimental paradigm on 3
consecutive days. On day 1, they learned a number of face–city
name associations (Fig. 1A). Twenty-four hours later, some of
the learned faces were paired with new cities, requiring partici-
pants to update the encoded associations. This updating phase
was performed in the MRI scanner and included also face–city
pairs that were not updated as well as entirely new face–city
pairs, thus allowing us to control for simple retrieval as well as
new learning, respectively. On day 3, memory updating success
was assessed in a recognition test. We hypothesized that the
dlPFC would be critically involved in successful memory updat-
ing, presumably in interaction with the hippocampus. In addi-
tion to the dlPFC and MTL areas, we focused on structures
implicated in the representation of prior knowledge, such as
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and angular gyrus,
that have also been shown to be critically implicated in
schema-based learning processes (van Kesteren et al. 2012;
Wagner et al. 2015). Activity of these structures may therefore
hamper memory updating.

Methods
Participants

We tested 49 healthy, right-handed adults in a 3-day study
design, including an MRI scanning session and behavioral test-
ing. One participant was excluded because of minimal perfor-
mance in the task (more than 2 standard deviations below
average performance in trial types where information did not
change), thus leaving 48 participants (25 women; mean age

24.58 years, range: 19–32 years) for analyses. An a priori sample
size calculation using G*POWER 3.19.2. showed that this sample
size is sufficient to detect small to medium effects with a power
of 0.95. Exclusion criteria were checked in a standardized tele-
phone screening and comprised any current physical illnesses
or medication intake, a lifetime history of any neurological or
mental disorders, as well as any contraindications for MRI mea-
surements, such as non-removable metal parts, pacemaker,
pregnancy, or claustrophobia. All participants provided written
informed consent before the beginning of testing and received
a moderate monetary compensation. The study protocol was
approved by the local ethics committee.

Stimulus Materials

In the memory-updating task, we used 100 pictures of faces
and 400 well-known (non-German) city names. Pictures of faces
were taken from the Radboud Faces Database (RaFD, Langner
et al. 2010) and the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces
Database (KDEF, Lundqvist et al. 1998). Only Caucasian faces
(50 men and 50 women) with a neutral expression were
included. Pictures were resized (762 × 562 pixels) and formatted
using Adobe Photoshop CS6 (64 bit) so that all faces had a white
background. City names were checked for ease of spelling and
possible similarity in their name with other city names. If a city
was considered too difficult to spell or too similar to another
city used, it was replaced by another city. The chosen city
names were rated in an independent pilot study (n = 15) as to
whether the city name was commonly known or not. The rat-
ing sale ranged from 0 (“never heard of”) to 10 (“very well
known”). Cities used in the task had an average familiarity rat-
ing of 6.1 and can thus be considered as well known.

Experimental Design and Procedure

To investigate the updating of already established memories,
participants were tested in a novel memory-updating paradigm
over the course of 3 consecutive days.

On experimental day 1, after arriving at the lab, participants
were welcomed by the experimenter and informed about the
general procedure, as well as the MRI procedure on the next
day. Informed consent was obtained and any questions the
participants had were answered. Participants then completed
the “learning phase” (Fig. 1A) of the memory-updating para-
digm, which took up to 100min. They were informed that they
would see a face of a person and next to it the name of this per-
son’s last vacation destination. The task of the participants was
to memorize all face–city pairs they were presented with, 75 in
total. Each pair was presented 4 times, each time for 3.5 s. In
the first encoding run, participants were presented with 15
blocks of 5 face–city pairs and performed a cued recall test after
each block for the 5 pairs shown. During the cued recall, they
saw the face and had to type in the name of the city.
Participants had to start typing in the word within the first 5 s
of its presentation, after which they had enough time to finish
typing the word. After their response, the correct city name
was presented in green (until termination by the participant)
above the city name typed in by the participant. In the second
encoding run, participants saw 5 blocks of 15 face–city pairs
and in the third run 3 blocks of 25 face–city pairs. In both runs,
again each block was followed by a cued recall test for the pairs
presented. Finally, in the fourth encoding run, all 75 pairs were
presented one after the other, which was followed by a cued
recall test for all face–city pairs. This encoding procedure
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should help the participants to learn the 75 face–city pairs well.
For each participant, the face–city associations as well as the
cities that were updated on day 2 were predetermined in a
face–city map. This predetermination ensured that cities with
different familiarity scores from the pilot study were balanced
across trial types. Trial order was also computed in advance for
all phases for each participant and semi-randomized to avoid
showing a trial type more than 3 times in a row in the later
phases of the task. Participants were explicitly instructed to
memorize the face–city pairs and they were informed that they
could earn extra money if they perform well in the subsequent
memory test

On experimental day 2, participants completed the “updat-
ing phase” of the paradigm in the fMRI scanner. Participants
were instructed that they would see again face–city pairs. They
were informed that some of the pairs would be the same as
those learned on day 1. For other pairs, however, participants
were told that some of the people they saw the faces of the day
before made an error, and their last travel destination was
actually a different city. Thus, in those pairs, a known face
would be paired with an entirely novel city. Participants were
asked to memorize this updated face–city association as this
updated association would be the correct one (and the one
learned on day 1 would be incorrect). Moreover, they were told,
that they would also see new pairs in which both the face and

the city were novel and they were also instructed to memorize
these new pairs. Participants saw first a face (for a duration jit-
tered 4–6 s), then a city appeared next to the face (for 3 s), after
which 3 alternatives (“same”, “changed”, “new”, for max 3.5 s)
appeared below the face–city pair (see Fig. 1A). Participants
were instructed to use a button box to indicate whether the
pair was the same as the day before, whether the city changed
and the face stayed the same or whether both face and city
were new. Twenty-five of the pairs presented in this phase
were identical as on day 1 (“old identical trials”), 25 pairs
involved a face that had been presented on day 1 now paired
with a new city (“old updated trials”), and 25 pairs were
completely new (“new trials”). The face–city associations were
taken from the face–city map that was computed at the begin-
ning of the learning phase. Participants were explicitly told that
they should again memorize the pairings. Once participants
had pressed a button, the chosen alternative was highlighted
for 0.1 s, which was then followed by a fixation cross shown for
6–8 s before a new trial started.

On experimental day 3, participants completed the “testing
phase” (Fig. 1A). Participants saw all the faces they had seen on
the previous 2 days, one after another in randomized order.
Importantly, together with the face, they were shown 4 city
names and were required to select the city that was correctly
associated with the face. They were instructed that if the city

Figure 1. Memory updating paradigm and behavioral performance. (A) Memory updating paradigm. Participants performed the memory updating paradigm over the

course of 3 consecutive days. During the learning phase on day 1, participants observed 75 face–city pairs, each presented 4 times and completed an immediate cued

recall test followed by feedback showing the correct answer. On day 2, about 24 h after learning, participants completed the updating phase in the MRI scanner. In

this phase, participants were presented with trials containing the same face–city pairs as on day 1 (“old identical” trials), entirely “new” trials (both face and city had

not been shown before) and trials in which a known face was paired with a new city (“old updated” trials). Participants were asked to explicitly indicate whether the

pair was the same as on day 1, whether the city was changed, or whether the pair was completely new. During the testing phase on day 3, participants completed a

recognition task, comprising trials of face–city pairs that were only shown during the learning phase (“old” trials), “old identical” pairs, the “new” pairs learned on day

2 as well as trials for which the city was updated on day 2. Participants were presented with a face and had to select the correct city out of 4 alternatives. In the “old

updated” trials, these 4 alternatives included both the city learned on day 1 and the updated city learned on day 2. Participants were explicitly instructed that if the

face–city pair was updated on day 2, the city shown during the updating phase was the correct one. (B) Learning phase. Memory performance showed a significant

increase across the learning blocks on day 1, reaching a final performance of 74.60 (SD ± 23.32) percent. (C) Updating phase. In the updating phase (day 2), perfor-

mance differed significantly between trial types. More specifically, performance in “old updated” pairs was significantly lower (91.17 (SD ± 10.47) percent) than in “old

identical” pairs (96.00 (SD ± 7.05) percent) as well as in “new” pairs (94.92 (SD ± 7.46) percent) while performance scores in “old identical” and “new” trials did not dif-

fer. However, despite the significant difference in performance, it is to note that participants were able to correctly identify more than 91% of trials as updated on day

2. (D) Testing phase. In the testing phase (day 3), performance between trial types differed significantly. Most importantly, however, participants named the updated

city in about 34.7 (SD ± 24.21) percent of trials, whereas in 57.04 (SD ± 27.00) percent of the trials, the city associated with the face chosen on day 1. Error bars repre-

sent standard error of the mean. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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was changed for a face on day 2, they should select the city
that was associated with the face on day 2. The face together
with the alternatives were shown until participants made a
choice (no time limit). Once participants made a selection, a fix-
ation cross appeared (for 1 s) to signal the beginning of a new
trial. Participants completed a total of 100 test trials, compris-
ing 25 “old” trials that involved face–city pairs that were only
presented during the learning phase on day 1, 25 “old identical”
trials (neither face nor city changed) that were presented dur-
ing the learning phase on day 1 and the updating phase on day
2, 25 “old updated” trials for which the face was associated
with a different city name during the updating phase on day 2
than during learning on day 1, and 25 “new” trials that involved
the faces and cities that appeared for the first time during the
updating phase. Trial presentation was again semi-randomized
as described above and the face–city map was used. Faces in
“old updated” trials were presented with the city name from
the learning phase, the 1 from the updating phase, and 2 other
completely new city names. All other faces were presented
with the city they had been associated with on days 1 and 2,
respectively, together with 3 other cities that had never
appeared before in the task.

Statistical Analysis

Performance (measured as percentage of correct trials) in the
learning, updating, and testing phases was subjected to
repeated measure ANOVAs, using block (learning phase) or trial
type (“old identical,” “old updated,” “new”—in the updating
phase; “old”, “old identical”, “old updated correctly”, “old
updated” perseverance, “new”—in the testing phase) as within
subject factors.

Adjustment of recognition data (day 3). When an updated
city was not correctly identified as updated on day 2, we
assumed that participants would not be able to update their
memory for these trials. We therefore removed these trials
from the analysis of the day 3 recognition data and calculated
the percent correctly updated over the reduced number of
trials. This was also done for “old identical” and “new” trials.
On average, we removed one trial from the “old identical” trial
types, 2 trials from the “old updated” trial types and one trial
from the “new” trial types.

Behavioral data were analyzed using SPSS (IBM 22).
Significant main or interaction effects were pursued by appro-
priate post hoc tests if indicated. In the case of violations of
sphericity, Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied. All
reported P-values are 2-tailed. In the case of multiple compari-
sons, we performed a Bonferroni correction where appropriate.

MRI Data Acquisition

MRI data were collected on a 3 T Siemens Skyra MRI Scanner,
using a 32-channel head coil. A magnetic (B0) fieldmap for later
unwarping of the functional images was recorded with a TR of
421ms, a TE of 4.92ms, and a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3mm. For
the functional images, an echoplanar imaging sequence (476
volumes) was recorded with 3 × 3 × 3mm voxel size (36 slices),
a TR of 2.5 s and TE of 30ms, and a flipangle of 90°. The slices
were tilted 30° from the AC/PC line in order to minimize drop-
out artifacts in medial temporal and orbitofrontal regions. A T1
structural image was acquired with a voxel size of 0.8 × 0.8 ×
0.9mm, a TR of 2.5 s, and a TE of 2.12ms, with 256 slices.

MRI Data Preprocessing

The functional MRI data were preprocessed using SPM12
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The first 3 images were dis-
carded to ensure T1 equilibration. We acquired a magnetic (B0)
fieldmap to use the realign and unwarp function in SPM12.
Using the FieldMap Toolbox in SPM12, a voxel displacement
map was created as required for the unwarp function, which
utilizes a combined static and dynamic distortion correction.
The realignment function then realigns the acquired time
series for each subject using a least squares approach and a
6-parameter (rigid body) spatial transformation. All scans are
realigned to the first functional image that is used as a reference.
Images were the coregistered to the structural image by using a
rigid body model based on the work by Collignon et al. (1995).
Data were then spatially normalized to fit the MNI space. To esti-
mate the deformation, template data are deformed to match an
individual scan. In the last step, data were spatially smoothed
with an 8-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

Univariate fMRI Analyses

Data were analyzed using general linear modeling (GLM) as
implemented in SPM12. Three separate regressors for each trial
type (“old identical,” “old updated,” and “new”) were modeled
using the duration in seconds of the individual events. A high-
pass filter of 128 s was used to eliminate low-frequency drifts
and serial correlations in the time series were accounted for
using an autoregressive AR(1) model. For the second-level mod-
els, contrast files for the contrasts of interest (“old updated” >
“old identical”; “old identical” > “old updated”; “old updated” >
“new”) were tested using one-sample t-tests. Note that due to
the large interindividual variation in updating success, an anal-
ysis with separate regressors for successfully versus not suc-
cessfully updated items was not feasible as this would have
resulted in a rather high number of participants for which one
of the regressors had a low number of events and therefore had
to be excluded from this analysis, resulting in a significant
reduction of statistical power. We then performed region of
interest (ROI) analyses that focused on brain areas that have
been implicated in episodic long-term memory, the representa-
tion of prior knowledge, as this is critical during schema-based
learning and memory, or cognitive control (Eichenbaum 1999;
van Veen and Carter 2002; van Kesteren et al. 2012; Wagner
et al. 2015; Gilboa and Marlatte 2017). From the Harvard–Oxford
Atlas, we selected masks for the hippocampus, the anterior cin-
gulate gyrus, medial frontal cortex as well as angular gyrus
with a probability threshold of 50% as well as the left and right
vmPFC and dlPFC masks, created using MARINA software
(http://www.bion.de/eng/MARINA.php). Subsequently, we applied
a small volume correction (svc) for the areas of interest. The svc
was applied on voxel level. Voxels were regarded as significant,
when falling below a corrected voxel threshold of 0.05 (family
wise error (FWE) corrected) adjusted for the small volume. Only
clusters within an ROI comprising k ≥ 5 significant voxels are
reported.

Furthermore, a second-level model was run that included
the adjusted memory updating performance (i.e., percentage
correct updated adjusted for false choices on day 2) that was
measured on day 3 as a covariate. This way it was possible to
account for the interindividual variability in updating perfor-
mance. We then performed ROI analysis, with the above
described ROIs and applied small volume correction, to obtain
significantly activated clusters of voxels in our ROIs.
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In addition, we performed a generalized form of context-
dependent psychophysiological interaction (gPPI, https://www.
nitrc.org/projects/gppi) to assess task-dependent connectivity with
those ROIs that were most relevant in the previous analyses as

seed regions. gPPI has the advantage over standard PPI, as imple-
mented in SPM12, that it allows the inclusion of more than 2 task
conditions (McLaren et al. 2012). We used the previously described
regressors (“old identical,” “old updated,” and “new”) plus a PPI

Figure 2. Neural underpinnings of memory updating. (A) The comparison of “old updated” and “old identical” face–city pairs during the updating phase revealed sig-

nificant activation in the left dlPFC. (B) Activity in the anterior cingulate gyrus, bilateral ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and right angular gyrus was higher

for “old identical” than “old updated” pairs. (C) Activity in the left dlPFC was positively correlated (r = 0.434) with updating success as assessed on day 3. For visualiza-

tion purposes, we created activation masks using SPM Imcalc and the anatomical mask of the specific ROI. These masks were then converted to binary files compati-

ble with the Marsbar toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/). Marsbar was then used to extract the contrast values for each ROI that were above zero. These

contrast values were then correlated with the adjusted memory updating scores (percent correctly updated in the testing phase adjusted for performance in the

updating phase). (D) Updating performance was negatively correlated with updating success (r =−0.386) in the right angular gyrus. (E) A functional connectivity analy-

sis revealed increased connectivity between the left vmPFC (seed region, indicated in green) and the left dlPFC for updated (vs. identical) face–city pairs. (F) When we

used the left dlPFC as a seed region (green), we obtained increased functional connectivity for “old updated” versus “old identical” trials in the hippocampal dentate

gyrus and the anterior cingulate gyrus. (G) Left dlPFC–left hippocampus connectivity was directly linked to memory updating success. For visualization purposes, we

performed a correlation with the contrast values and the adjusted updating performance. Results indicate a positive correlation of the contrast values and updating

performance (r = 0.249).
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Interaction term for each of these regressors, plus the time course
from the respective seed region in our first-level PPI model. For the
second-level models, contrast files from the contrast PPI “old
updated” > PPI “old identical,” the contrast PPI “old identical” > PPI
“old updated,” the contrasts PPI “old identical” > PPI “old updated,”
PPI “old updated” > PPI “new,” and PPI “new” > PPI “old identical”
were tested, using a one sample t-test. Subsequently, we applied
an svc for the other ROIs, to determine a difference in connectivity
between respective regions depending on the trial types.

In order to analyze associations between the functional con-
nectivity of ROIs and behavioral performance, we ran a second-

level gPPI model with the contrasts PPI “old updated” > PPI “old
identical” and PPI “old identical” > PPI “old updated,” and the
adjusted updating performance (i.e., percent correctly updated
adjusted for performance on day 2) as covariate, and subse-
quently an svc that allowed us to obtain significant clusters of
voxels within an ROI. For visualization purposes and only for
these ROIs, we used SPM Imcalc and MarsBar to create binary
activation maps including all voxels within an ROI with values
above zero for the second-level contrast. For each of these acti-
vation maps, we then extracted an average time series for each
participant using MarsBar and estimated the model on these,

Figure 3. Neural pattern similarity within and between ROIs during memory updating. (A) Representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) used in the in the following

analyses. The figure provides a schematic overview of the creation of an RDM for tree trial types (adapted from Nili et al.’s 2014). Quadrants representing the individ-

ual trial types and their hypothesized similarity with other trial types are indicated. (B) Pattern similarity in the left and right vmPFC indicated a significant difference

between the quadrant “old updated” and the quadrant “old identical–old updated.” In the left vmPFC the pattern similarity within the “old updated” quadrant was

significantly higher compared with the “old identical” trials. In the right angular gyrus, pattern similarity in the “old updated” quadrant was again higher than in the

“old updated–old identical” quadrant. Pattern similarity in the left dlPFC differed significantly between the “old updated” and “old identical” quadrants as well as the

“old updated” and “old updated–old identical” quadrant. Figure shows results as Pearson correlations, to aid interpretability, but statistical tests show results per-

formed after Fisher transformation was applied. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.
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resulting in one contrast value for each participant per ROI. The
values from the first-level contrast “PPI old updated > PPI old
identical” were correlated with the percentage correctly
updated (i.e., the adjusted memory updating scores) from the
testing phase.

Representational Similarity Analysis

In addition to the univariate analysis, we performed an RSA
(Kriegeskorte et al. 2008; Nili et al. 2014) in those ROIs that
turned out to be most relevant in the univariate analyses, that

is, the left and right vmPFC, left and right hippocampus, right
angular gyrus, and left dlPFC. For each of these ROIs and each
subject, we computed representational dissimilarity matrices
(RDMs) that were based on a single-trial univariate GLM (one
regressor for each trial) that was estimated on native space
functional images. We have utilized the data from the updating
phase (day 2, in the MRI Scanner) when participants were pre-
sented with the cities, that were either new, known or updated.
Due to technical difficulties, certain participants did not have
all 25 trials for each trial type (“old identical”, “old updated”,
and “new”). We therefore removed the last 2 trials of each trial

Figure 4. Distinct representation of updated items in the dlPFC. (A) Model RDMs. We performed a model fit analysis, comparing 4 model RDMs (not correctly updated,

correctly updated, “old identical” distinct, “old updated” distinct) with the representational patterns observed in the individual subject RDMs. The model “correctly

updated” represents the expected similarities for the “old identical” and “old updated” trials, suggesting a high similarity measure in the “old identical–old identical”

and “old updated–old updated” quadrants (indicated by a blue color), and less similarity in the “old identical–old updated” quadrants (light blue color). The model

“not correctly updated” does not distinguish between the “old identical” and “old updated” trials, that is, the highest similarity in the quadrants of “old identical,”

“old updated,” and “old identical–old updated.” The models “old identical distinct” and “old updated distinct” assume discrete activity patterns for the “old identical”

and “old updated” trials. Model fit over all participants was assessed in 4 ROIs, the left and right vmPFC, left and right hippocampus, and the right angular gyrus and

left dlPFC. The highest value of the Spearmans r indicates the best model fit. (B) The “old updated distinct” model shows a good fit in the left dlPFC, while this was

less pronounced in the remaining ROIs. (B) The right angular gyrus and vmPFC showed similar fits for all models, while in the hippocampus the observed fits for all

models were low (all Spearmans r < 0.015). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001, n.s. = nonsignificant.
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type to ensure that each subject RDM comprised 23 trials for
each trial type, that is, 69 trials in total. We utilized the spm T-
files for the single trial regressors, to create vectors of activity
patterns for each trial, but separately for each ROI. The activity
patterns were then utilized to compute the dissimilarity
between 2 trials by correlation distances (1−r, Pearson linear
correlation). After that, the dissimilarities based on each combi-
nation of trials were positioned into the corresponding cells of
the 69 × 69 RDMs (see Fig. 3A).

Comparison of Pattern Similarities Between Trial Types

We extracted the mean pattern similarity (r, Pearson
Correlation) out of specific RDM quadrants (within trial type:
“old identical–old identical,” “old updated–old updated,” and
between trial type: “old identical–old updated”) from each
single-subject RDM (Wolosin et al. 2013; Ritchey et al. 2015; Aly
and Turk-Browne 2016). We then z-transformed the extracted
mean pattern similarity values and compared 1) the within-
trial-type similarity and 2) the within-trial-type similarity with
the between-trial-type similarity; paired t-tests were performed
using SPSS 22.

Comparison with Model RDMs

In addition, we compared the RDMs obtained to 4 model RDMs
(Fig. 4A) that were constructed based on the expected similari-
ties of the different trial types. The model “correctly updated”
expects a high similarity between “old identical” and “old iden-
tical” trials and between “old updated” and “old updated” trials
but less similarity between “old identical” and “old updated”
trials, while all trials have the least similarity with “new” trials.
The model “not correctly updated” does not distinguish
between the “old identical” and “old updated” trials, hence it
expects the highest similarity in the quadrants of “old identi-
cal,” “old updated,” and “old identical–old updated.” The mod-
els “old identical distinct” and “old updated distinct” assume
distinct activity patterns for the “old identical” and “old
updated” trials, respectively, with a high similarity for trials
within the respective quadrants. We used Spearman’s rank cor-
relation coefficient to obtain the correlation between the brain
RDMs of the ROIs with the respective model RDMs, thus the
pattern similarity values of the brain RDMs were rank trans-
formed before calculating the correlation between the respec-
tive matrices (Nili et al. 2014). We then used 2 measures to test
for the relatedness of each of the 4 model RDMs to the respec-
tive brain RDMs across subjects within each of the ROIs: 1) we
first used the default one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank subject
random-effects tests. Thus, first computing the Spearman’s
rank correlations of the respective brain RDM to the model
RDM for each subject and then performing a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test against the null hypothesis of a correlation of zero
across all subjects (one-sided to test for a positive correlation
only). 2) As an alternative, we further reanalyzed the data using
the rather conservative stimulus-label randomization test.
Here, the relatedness of the models and the brain RDMs are
tested by randomizing the condition labels of the brain RDM
and then calculating the Spearman’s rank correlations of this
randomized matrix to the model RDM. This randomization pro-
cess is repeated 10 000 times to obtain a distribution of correla-
tions simulating the null hypothesis that the brain RDMs and
model RDMs are unrelated. Next one tests if the actual correla-
tion of the (not randomized) brain RDM falls within the top 5%
of the simulated distribution (Kriegeskorte et al. 2008).

In the next step, we compared the model fits of the 4 models
to determine which of the models fits best in the respective
ROIs, and if this differs across ROIs. For this, we extracted the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for each model per
subject in each ROI and then performed repeated measures
ANOVA and post hoc t-tests using SPSS 22. The ANOVA con-
tained the within subject factors ROI and model.

Moreover, we distinguished between successful and poor
updaters based on whether the individual updating performance
was above or below the median of all participants (median: 32%
correctly updated). We again utilized a repeated measures
ANOVA with the within subject factors ROI and model and the
between subject factor Group (successful vs. poor updaters). Post
hoc t-tests were performed when adequate using SPSS 22.

Results
Successful Learning and Memory Updating

During the learning phase on experimental day 1, participants
(n = 48) learned a total of 75 face–city pairs. Each pair was pre-
sented 4 times and tested in 4 immediate cued recall tests
(Fig. 1A). Memory performance increased significantly over the
course of these 4 learning blocks (F(1.718, 80.729) = 73.623, P <
0.001, η2 = 0.610), with a final cued recall performance of 74.60
(SD ± 23.32) percent (Fig. 1B), indicating that participants
learned the face–city pairs well. There was no difference in per-
formance between items that were subsequently updated or
not (i.e., items used in later “old,” “old identical,” and “old
updated” trials; F(2,94) = 1.435, P = 0.243, η2 = 0.030).

On experimental day 2, about 24 h after initial learning, par-
ticipants completed the memory updating phase in the MRI
scanner (Fig. 1A). During this updating phase, participants saw
25 pairs that were identical to those presented during the
learning phase, controlling for retrieval processes (“old identi-
cal”), 25 completely “new” pairs, that controlled for new learn-
ing (i.e., new face and new city name), and 25 pairs that
included a known face now paired with a new city name (“old
updated”), requiring participants to update the previously
learned face–city associations. Participants were explicitly
asked to memorize all pairs they were shown and, for “old
updated” pairs, to retain the updated city as the correct one.
Furthermore, participants were requested to indicate by button
press whether the city paired with a particular face had chan-
ged from day 1 to day 2, whether it stayed the same, or whether
the face–city pair was completely new (Fig. 1A). Participants
were very well able to distinguish between “old identical,” “old
updated,” and entirely “new” face–city pairs with an average
performance of 94.03 (SD ± 6.03) percent correctly identified
trials. Performance differed between the trial types though
(F(2, 94) = 5.838, P = 0.004, η2 = 0.110): performance for “old
updated” pairs (91.17 (SD ± 10.47) percent correct, indicating
that in over 91% of the trials participants were able to correctly
identify a city as updated), was slightly lower than for “old
identical” (96.00 (SD ± 7.05) percent correct, t(47) = −3.705, P =
0.001), and “new” pairs (94.92 (SD ± 7.46) percent correct, t(47) =
−2.186, P = 0.034), while performance in “old identical” and
“new” trials was comparable (t(47) = 0.772, P = 0.444; Fig. 1C).

Updating success was then tested on day 3 (testing phase),
again about 24 h later, in a recognition test that included “old”
pairs that were learned on day 1 but not shown on day 2, as
well as “old identical,” “old updated,” and “new” pairs from day
2 (Fig. 1A). On each trial, participants were asked to choose the
correct city name associated with a given face from 4
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alternatives. For “old updated” trials, these alternatives
included both the original and the updated city name.
Performance differed significantly between trial types (F(1.314,
61.735) = 68.422, P < 0.001, η2 = 0.593). Performance was highest
in “old identical” pairs (94% correct) compared with both “old”
(i.e., pairs that were only shown during the learning phase, 86%
correct) and “new” pairs (about 56% correct, all P < 0.001). The
lower performance in new pairs was expected given that those
“new” pairs were presented only once on day 2. Most impor-
tantly, for the face–city pairs that were updated on day 2, the
updated city name was correctly chosen in 34.7 (SD ± 24.21)
percent of the trials, while in 57.04 (SD ± 27.00) percent of the
“old updated” trials participants incorrectly persevered with
the city name that was paired with the respective face during
the learning phase (t(47) = −3.055, P = 0.04, Fig. 1D). Notably,
updating performance or perseverance was not dependent on
initial learning performance (comparison of day 1 memory for
subsequently correctly updated vs. not correctly updated mem-
ories: t(47) = −0.869, P = 0.389). Perseverance with the old city
names may well be explained by the fact that participants saw
the updated items only once during the updating phase, while
the old items were presented 4 times during the learning
phase, each time followed by a cued recall test, which is known
to boost subsequent memory (Karpicke and Roediger 2008). City
names that were not presented on either day 1 or day 2 were
endorsed only in about 4% of the trials each, that is, signifi-
cantly less often than the updated city names from day 2. The
finding that participants correctly chose, despite the differen-
tial strength of memory for the original and the updated infor-
mation, the updated city name in more than a third of the
trials clearly demonstrates participants’ capability for updating
established memory traces, which raises the question how the
brain implements this memory updating capacity.

Neural Signature of Successful Memory Updating

To determine the neural mechanisms that facilitate successful
memory updating, we assessed brain activity during the updat-
ing phase using fMRI. As a first step, we investigated the differ-
ences in brain activation during the presentation of a face–city
pair that was updated (“old updated”) compared with when face–
city pairs were presented that did not require updating (“old
identical”). The left dlPFC showed significantly increased activity
when “old updated” face–city pairs were shown (peak coordinate:
xyz = −50, 26, 34; Psvc = 0.0026; t = 5.398, k = 32; Fig. 2A), suggest-
ing a crucial involvement of this region in the memory updating
process. Moreover, the left and right dlPFC showed also signifi-
cantly increased activity when comparing the activity during the
presentation of “old updated” face–city pairs to the activity dur-
ing the presentation of completely new face–city pairs (left peak
coordinate: xyz = −46, 22, 42; Psvc = 0.004365; k = 127; right peak
coordinate: xyz = 46, 30, 36; Psvc = 0.01665; k = 38), indicating that
the activation of the (left) dlPFC in the contrast “old updated”
versus “old identical” does not simply reflect the encoding of
new items but is indeed linked to the updating of established
associations. In contrast to the dlPFC, the vmPFC (left peak coor-
dinate: xyz = −8, 54, −2; Psvc = 0.00446; t = 4.6643; k = 16; right
peak coordinate: xyz = 2, 44, −2; Psvc = 0.00113; t = 5.1508, k = 29),
the angular gyrus (peak coordinate: x = 62, y = −48, z = 20; Psvc =
0.00002; t = 6.1211, k = 139), and the anterior cingulate cortex
(peak coordinate: xyz = 0, 28, 22; Psvc = 0.00002; t = 6.5494; k =
930), areas implicated in the representation of prior knowledge
as well as selective attention and the recall of remote memories
(Lenartowicz and McIntosh 2005; Weible 2013; Wagner et al.

2015; Gilboa and Marlatte 2017) were significantly less activated
when “old updated” face–city pairs were presented, compared
with when “old identical” items were shown (Fig. 2B).

In order to assess whether altered activity in those areas
was directly related to the actual updating success, we corre-
lated the neural activity during the presentation of “old
updated” (vs. “old identical”) face–city pairs with the percent-
age of correct choices of the updated city name on experimen-
tal day 3 (individual updating success) as a behavioral measure
of successful memory updating. Activity in the left dlPFC was
positively correlated with updating performance (peak coordi-
nate: xyz = −48, 12, 36; Psvc = 0.00813; t = 5.0338, k = 12; Fig. 2C),
indicating that this area was crucially involved in successful
memory updating. In contrast, activity in the right angular
gyrus was negatively correlated with updating success (peak
coordinate: xyz = 54, −48, 32; Psvc = 0.02026; t = 3.7943, k = 17,
Fig. 2D), suggesting that the recruitment of this area impedes
the updating of established associations. Notably, parameter
estimates for the contrast “old updated” versus “old identical”
for the dlPFC and angular gyrus were not correlated (r = 0.053, P
= 0.719), thus ruling out the possibility that the opposite corre-
lation between updating success and activity in the left dlPFC
and angular gyrus was simply due to a negative correlation
between left dlPFC and angular gyrus activity. Additional acti-
vations observed in an exploratory whole-brain analyses are
shown in Supplementary tables S1 and S2.

Crosstalk Between Left dlPFC and Hippocampus
Supports Successful Memory Updating

In order to identify the networks that support memory updating,
we next investigated which regions showed increased functional
connectivity to those areas that were linked to successful mem-
ory updating. A gPPI analysis (McLaren et al. 2012) revealed that
the attempt to update previously learned face–city pairs was
associated with an increase in connectivity among specific pre-
frontal areas (i.e., the left dlFC, ACC, and left vmPFC; Fig. 2E,F).
More precisely, taking the left vmPFC as a seed region, there was
increased connectivity with the left dlPFC (peak coordinate: xyz =
−36, 36, 34; Psvc = 0.00587; t = 5.14074, k = 24, Fig. 2E) for “old
updated” (vs. “old identical”) face–city pairs. When we used the
left dlPFC as a seed region, we obtained increased functional con-
nectivity for “old updated” vs. “old identical” trials with the ante-
rior cingulate gyrus (peak coordinate: xyz = 2, −2, 34; Psvc =
0.00354; t = 4.83124, k = 34, Fig. 2F). Even more interestingly, how-
ever, when established associations were updated (vs. “old identi-
cal”), there was a significant increase in connectivity between the
left dlPFC and the left hippocampus (peak coordinate in the den-
tate gyrus: xyz =−26, −36, −2; Psvc = 0.02326; t = 3.19508, k = 6;
Fig. 2F), a critical hub in memory formation (Schacter et al. 1996;
Eichenbaum 1999). When we correlated the connectivity between
these areas with the individual updating success as assessed on
experimental day 3, we found that specifically the crosstalk
between the left dlPFC and the left hippocampus was associated
with successful memory updating (peak coordinate: xyz =−30,
−26, −10; Psvc = 0.03967; t = 3.5807, k = 5, Fig. 2G). To further inves-
tigate whether the dlPFC–hippocampus connectivity reflects
rather new encoding or updating processes in particular, we ran
an additional analysis investigating the contrast of PPI “old
updated” versus PPI “new” face–city pairs. Results after a small
volume correction did not reveal any difference for the “old
updated” trials compared with the “new” trials in functional con-
nectivity between the dlPFC and any of our other ROIs. This
might suggest that the dlPFC–hippocampus connectivity reflects
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mainly the encoding of new information, as a part of the updat-
ing process. However, this should then also be reflected in the
contrast PPI “new” > PPI “old identical.” However, our results
showed no significant connectivity between the dlPFC and any
other ROIs in this contrast. Thus, these results suggest a very spe-
cific process that is required when one is presented with the
updated information (vs. “old identical”). More specifically, the
familiar face in “old updated” trials may recruit a specific retrieval
process, in combination with the detection of new information
and, possibly, an attempt to integrate old and new information.
For additional exploratory whole brain connectivity analyses,
please see Supplementary Tables S3 and S4.

Neural Representations of Memory Updating

Our univariate fMRI data indicate a key role for the left dlPFC—
and its functional connectivity with the hippocampus—for suc-
cessful memory updating. If the left dlPFC indeed initiates specific
processes that are crucial for the updating of established memo-
ries, then these processes should be paralleled by similar neural
activity patterns in the left dlPFC specifically for updated informa-
tion. To test this prediction, we examined in a next step the neu-
ral activity patterns of trials in which information was attempted
to be updated and trials on which no updating was required.
Specifically, we used multivariate RSA (Kriegeskorte et al. 2008;
Nili et al. 2014) and analyzed neural activity pattern similarity for
“old identical” and “old updated” (and “new”) face–city pairs as
well as the overlap between the activity patterns of “old updated”
and “old identical” pairs in our ROIs (Wolosin et al. 2013; Ritchey
et al. 2015; Aly and Turk-Browne 2016) (Fig. 3A; see Methods for
details). In line with a proposed key role of the left dlPFC in mem-
ory updating, we observed a higher value for neural similarity for
“old updated” face–city pairs in the left dlPFC, compared with both
“old identical” pairs (t(47) = −3.636, P = 0.001) and the overlap
between “old updated” and “old identical” pairs (t(47) = 3.936, P <
0.001, Fig. 3B). Comparable results were observed in the angular
gyrus and bilateral vmPFC. More specifically, in the left vmPFC the
pattern similarity within the “old updated” quadrant was signifi-
cantly higher compared with both the “old identical” and “old
updated–old identical” quadrants (both P ≤ 0.001). In the right
vmPFC, similarity within the old updated quadrant was signifi-
cantly higher compared with the “old updated–old identical” simi-
larity (t(47) = 3.082, P = 0.003), while the comparison between the
“old updated” and “old identical” quadrant did not survive correc-
tion for multiple comparisons (P = 0.018). In the right angular
gyrus, pattern similarity in the “old updated” quadrant was again
higher than in the “old updated–old identical” quadrant (t(47) =
2.87, P = 0.006), yet the comparison between the “old identical”
and “old updated” quadrants did not survive correction for multi-
ple comparison (P = 0.023). This specific pattern in the vmPFC and
angular gyrus may reflect the consistently reduced activity in
those areas during “old updated” trials, as seen in the univariate
analyses. In the hippocampus, neural similarity did not differ
between trial types and was generally relatively low (Fig. 3B), in
line with the idea that hippocampal activity patterns are fairly
item specific, thus allowing pattern separation (Bakker et al. 2008;
Yassa and Stark 2011).

Distinct Updating Representations in the Left dlPFC

In order to explicitly test which brain areas represent updated
information distinctly from information that did not require
updating, we next constructed 4 model RDMs: 1) a “not

correctly updated” model, in which the activity patterns for
“old updated” and “old identical” face–city pairs are compara-
ble, 2) a “correctly updated” model, which assumes a certain
overlap between activity patterns for “old updated” and “old
identical” pairs (as a previously learned face is involved in
both) but still expects the patterns to be more similar within
each group of face–city pairs, 3) an “old identical distinct”
model reflecting a clearly distinct activity pattern for the “old
identical” face–city pairs but no specific pattern for “old
updated” and “new” pairs, and 4) an “old updated distinct”
model which assumes a highly distinct representation of “old
updated” face–city pairs, as it purely reflects the processes
active when information is updated without taking into
account a specific overlap or similarity between “old identical”
and “old updated” representations (Fig. 4A). To test whether
the proposed models are significantly related to the brain RDMs
in the respective ROIs we first considered results from the
Wilcoxon signed rank test. These tests indicated a significant
relatedness between the correctly updated, not correctly
updated and “old updated” distinct models and the observed
brain RDMs, respectively, within all ROIs (all P < 0.01), except
for the left hippocampus (all P > 0.119). For the model old iden-
tical distinct, on the other hand, the results did not indicate
any relatedness with the brain RDMs in none of the ROIs (all P
> 0.14). We additionally performed the fixed effects condition
label randomization test. Here, results indicated a non-
significant trend (P (uncorrected) = 0.125) for the “old updated”
distinct model in the dlPFC, while there were no other significant
results in the other ROIs for any of the models. However, since
the Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated a significant relatedness
of the brain RDMs with most of the proposed models in most
ROIs, we next compared the model fits of the 4 models in the
ROIs statistically.

As the “old updated” distinct model reflects the unique
representation of the updating process, we were primarily
interested to specifically compare the fit of the “old updated”
distinct model to the remaining models. Figure 4B suggests that
the model fits were highest for the “old updated” distinct model
in the left dlPFC, while all other regions showed a similar fit for
the remaining models with specifically low fit values in the hip-
pocampus (we obtained a strong trend for an ROI × model
interaction: F(5.856, 275.236) = 2.019, P = 0.065, η2 = 0.041). In the
left dlPFC, post hoc t-tests indicated that the “old updated” dis-
tinct model may hold a superior fit compared with the “old
identical” distinct model (t(47) = −3.77, P < 0.001) and a margin-
ally significant better fit compared with the not correctly
updated model (t(47) = −2.003, P = 0.051). The comparison
between the “old updated” distinct and correctly updated
model was, however, not significant (t(47) = −1.513, P = 0.137),
which is not surprising since both models assume to a certain
degree a differential representation of “old updated” and “old
identical” trials, while the old updated distinct model purely
reflects the processes active during updating of established
memories with new information and does not take into
account the similarity that may persist when an old face is
shown. A different pattern than in the left dlPFC was observed
in the angular gyrus, bilateral vmPFC, and right hippocampus.
In these regions, the “old updated” distinct model was not sig-
nificantly different from the “not correctly updated” model (all
P ≥ 0.492) and to a lesser extent than the left dlPFC from the
“old identical” distinct model (all P ≤ 0.031), indicating that
there may be no clear distinction between the “old updated”
and “not correctly updated” models in these regions (Fig. 5).
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Successful Memory Updating Linked to Updating-
Specific dlPFC Representation

Finally, we asked whether the above differences in the repre-
sentational activity patterns between “old updated” versus “old
identical” face–city pairs were predictive of subjects’ behavioral
memory updating performance. Our above findings suggest
that the left dlPFC might show especially consistent activity
patterns during the memory updating process. We therefore
assumed that subjects highly proficient in updating memories
were also the ones in which the neural pattern representation
in the left dlPFC was most consistent during the updating pro-
cess and therefore best characterized by the “old updated” dis-
tinct model. In contrast, in subjects performing poorly at
updating their memories, we expected the angular gyrus to
come to the fore, an area implicated, for example, in the repre-
sentation of prior knowledge (van Kesteren et al. 2012; Wagner
et al. 2015). To test this hypothesis, we used a median split to
subdivide our participants into “successful updaters” (mean:
54% correct) and “poor updaters” (mean 15% correct), harnes-
sing the large interindividual variance in updating performance
(between 0% and 96 % correct). We then compared the RSA
model fits for successful and poor updaters in our brain areas
of interest, focusing on the left dlPFC and right angular gyrus
(please see Fig. 5, for an overview of model fits in the remaining
regions, see Supplemental Fig. S1) and again on the fit of the
“old updated” distinct model compared with the remaining
models. We again considered the Wilcoxon signed rank test in
a first analysis and results showed a similar pattern for the
poor updaters, similar to the analyses across all participants
(with no significant relatedness between the “old identical dis-
tinct” model and the brain RDMs in any of the ROIs (all P >
0.67), and a significant relatedness between the remaining 3
models and the brain RDMs in all ROIs (all P < 0.022) except in
the left hippocampus (all P > 0.10)), while in the successful
updaters, the pattern was slightly different, indicating a signifi-
cant relatedness between the brain RDMs and the “old identi-
cal” distinct model in the angular gyrus (P = 0.025), while this
was not significant in any other ROI (all P > 0.17). The remain-
ing models were significantly related to the brain RDMs in all
ROIs (P < 0.03) except the left hippocampus in the correctly
updated, not correctly updated and “old updated” distinct mod-
els (P > 0.33) and the right hippocampus in the “old updated”
distinct model (P = 0.13). We again performed a fixed effects
condition label randomization test. While results from the ran-
domization test for each group separately indicated a trend in
the dlPFC for the “old updated” distinct model (P (uncorrected)
= 0.0665) for successful updaters, there was no other indication
of a significant relatedness of any other model to the data in
any other ROI for either group using the randomization test (all
P > 0.12). However, since the Wilcoxon signed rank test indi-
cated a significant relatedness between the brain RDMs and 3
of the proposed models we again compared the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient of the different models in the differ-
ent ROIs using a repeated measures ANOVA, although results
need to be interpreted with caution. Results indicated a signifi-
cant interaction between ROI, model, and group (successful vs.
poor updaters; F(1.799, 82.737) = 6.663, P = 0.003, η2 = 0.127). In
successful updaters, the “old updated” distinct model showed a
significantly better fit in the left dlPFC compared with
the “old identical” distinct model, indicated by post hoc t-tests
(t(23) =−3.131, P = 0.005), the not correctly updated model (t(23) =
−2.537, P = 0.018), and even the correctly updated model (t(23) =
−2.112, P = 0.046; Figure 5). Thus, successful updaters appear to

be characterized by showing an especially consistent activity
pattern during the updating process in the left dlPFC. In the
angular gyrus, however, there was no better fit of the “old
updated” distinct model compared to any other model (all P ≥
0.468). Specifically, in successful updaters, the fit for the “old
identical” distinct model was not significantly different from the
fit for the “old updated” distinct model (t(23) = −0.630, P = 0.535).
This may be due to a better representation of “old identical”
information in the angular gyrus, allowing participants to better
recognize information that did not change. In poor updaters,
there was no evidence for such a specifically consistent activity
pattern during the updating process in the left dlPFC.
Specifically, whereas there was a better fit for the “old updated”
distinct model compared with the “old identical” distinct model
both in the left dlPFC and angular gyrus (both P ≤ 0.041), none of
the other model comparisons were significant (all P ≥ 0.447).
Together, these results suggest that successful updating of exist-
ing memories is driven by a consistent and distinct activity pat-
tern during the updating process in the left dlPFC, and that a
failure to show this distinct pattern may be linked to an increased
inability to update already established memories with new
information.

Discussion
The present findings provide novel insights into the neural
mechanisms underlying the flexible updating of established
memories. In particular, our data indicate a key role of the left
dlPFC in this updating process. First, activity in left dlPFC and
functional coupling of left dlPFC with the hippocampus were
increased when learned associations had to be updated.
Importantly, this increased (left) dlPFC activity during updating
trials was seen both in comparison to “old identical” trials and
“new” trials, showing that this activity was not due to simply
retrieving old information or encoding new information but
specifically to the updating of existing associations. Both, left
dlPFC activity and prefrontal–hippocampal coupling were
directly related to behavioral updating performance. Second,
results of neural pattern similarity analysis in left dlPFC
showed a distinct pattern during the updating process and the
distinctiveness of these activity patterns separated individuals
that were successful in memory updating from those that were
not. Notably, these results hint to the fact that left dlPFC and
hippocampus may act in concert to support memory updating.
Unlike the left dlPFC, the hippocampus showed no increased
activity during the presentation of trials that required updating
in our univariate analyses. Similarly, hippocampal pattern sim-
ilarity was relatively low in general and may lend support to
the idea that hippocampal neural patterns are specific to par-
ticular associations (Leutgeb et al. 2007; Yassa and Stark 2011).
Finally, activity in areas supporting prior knowledge, such as
the angular gyrus, appeared to interfere with successful mem-
ory updating.

The dlPFC has been classically related to cognitive control
and working memory (Curtis and D’Esposito 2003; Egner and
Hirsch 2005) as well as attentional processes, novelty detection
and cognitive load (Yamaguchi and Knight 1991; Johnson et al.
2007; Szczepanski and Knight 2014). All of these processes are
highly relevant in the context of memory updating, which is a
complex process that builds heavily on attention as well as cog-
nitive control capacities and requires the individual to hold
both the old and the new information in mind, thus posing a
cognitive load. Without these basic cognitive processes mem-
ory updating would be unthinkable. Beyond these classical
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roles of the dlPFC, there is also evidence for its role in long-
term memory processes (Rossi et al. 2001; Simons and Spiers
2003). Specifically, the dlPFC has been implicated in memory
control processes, supporting strategic search, retrieval and
evaluation of stored representations (Fletcher and Henson
2001). Moreover, the dlPFC has been linked to the verification
and monitoring of recollected information (Burgess and
Shallice 1996). These latter functions of the dlPFC dovetail with
its key role in memory updating that we propose here, requir-
ing the evaluation of and comparison between stored and cur-
rently presented associations in order to detect the new
information. However, as participants identified the updated
item (i.e., city) with high precision on experimental day 2, the
mere recognition that associations have been modified does
not appear to be sufficient for successful memory updating, nor
does the mere attention to the updated information or novelty
detection that are both reflected in participants judgments, and
we presume that the role of the dlPFC goes beyond that of a
“discrepancy detector.” Instead, the dlPFC may orchestrate the
retrieval of stored representations and the encoding of modi-
fied associations, facilitating actual memory updating, most
likely in interaction with MTL areas. It may be this interaction
and integration of stored representations and incoming infor-
mation that distinguishes the updating of established memo-
ries from working memory updating.

The dlPFC has recently also been assigned a critical role in
working memory updating (D’Ardenne et al. 2012). In working
memory, however, both the original and the new information
is maintained in the dlPFC (Curtis and D’Esposito 2003; Barbey
et al. 2013) without the need to interact with long-term storage
sites, whereas this interaction is essential for the updating of
consolidated memories. We observed a significant increase in
the crosstalk between the dlPFC and the hippocampus, when
learned associations were updated and this functional connec-
tivity was directly linked to updating success. Although PPI
data do not allow conclusions about the direction of the inter-
action, the fact that we did not find a significant increase in
hippocampal activity for updated items, nor an updating-
specific activity pattern in the hippocampus, lets us assume
that this crosstalk was mainly driven by the dlPFC.

Interactions between the dlPFC and hippocampus may facil-
itate memory updating in several ways. The dlPFC, when
detecting modified associations, may suppress the activation of
the original memory representations in the MTL, as shown in
intentional forgetting paradigms (Anderson et al. 2004).
Moreover, the dlPFC activation may foster the storage of the

modified information in MTL areas or its incorporation into the
existing trace. Our findings of a positive interaction between
dlPFC and hippocampus, which was directly associated with
updating success, speaks in favor of the latter alternative and
renders a suppression effect, which should be reflected in a
negative interaction, rather unlikely. It is to be noted, however,
that the contrasts “old updated” versus “old identical” and “old
updated” versus “new” may include a number of different pro-
cesses, such as noticing that an item was updated, reactivating
the existing memory trace, or the attempt to update memories.
Although we cannot distinguish between these processes dur-
ing the presentation of updated information in the present
study, all of these processes may be relevant for successful
memory updating. Interestingly, an earlier study that used an
AB/AC interference paradigm, resembling our task design to
test the relation between memory reactivation and integration
of competing memories provided evidence for an involvement
of the dlPFC in the processing of competing memories (Kuhl
et al. 2011). Although there are important differences between
this previous study and the present study, for instance, with
respect to the degree to which participants were instructed to
update their memories and to the age of the memories that
were required to update, both studies agree in that they point
to an important role of the dlPFC in memory updating.

While we consider a suppression-like mechanism as main
source of successful updating rather unlikely, our data still sug-
gest that representations of prior knowledge might hamper
updating processes. Prior knowledge is thought to be repre-
sented in parietal areas, including the angular gyrus, and its
relevance for the ongoing task is assumed to be detected by the
vmPFC (van Kesteren et al. 2012). In line with these ideas, the
angular gyrus and vmPFC were less active when modified infor-
mation, compared with original information, was shown.
Recruitment of the angular gyrus during the presentation of
updated information was associated with impaired updating
performance. Moreover, the specific increase in neural similar-
ity in the angular gyrus for originally encoded item pairs distin-
guished successful from unsuccessful updaters. Together,
these findings suggest that the recruitment of prior knowledge
representations during the presentation of the original infor-
mation is beneficial for updating performance, presumably as it
allows a sharp discrimination between original and modified
information, while the recruitment of those areas during the
presentation of modified information impedes updating suc-
cess. Albeit we did not find updating-related changes in dlPFC–
angular gyrus connectivity, the dlPFC might also coordinate

Figure 5. Model representation distinguishes between successful and poor updaters. We distinguished between (A) successful and (B) poor updaters based on a

median split of updating success (successful updaters: mean performance of 54% correct, poor updaters: mean performance of 15% correct). (A) In the successful

updaters, the “old updated distinct” model was represented with the highest fit value in the left dlPFC (Spearmans r = 0.056) and (B) while this was not the case in

poor updaters (Spearmans r = 0.033). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.
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angular gyrus activity through its connection to the vmPFC,
which was increased for updated items in our study. An addi-
tional account describes the function of the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) in the process of integrating new memories into
existing structures and storing these memories (Schlichting
and Preston 2016) as seen in schema-based learning. This
would also describe the current observations of heightened
vmPFC activity when “old identical” information is presented.
While an interaction between the mPFC and hippocampus is
thought to facilitate this integration process (Kroes and
Fernandez 2012; Schlichting and Preston 2016), our results did
not show this pattern, which may however be due to differ-
ences in study design and task instructions.

It has been argued that the updating of consolidated memo-
ries is based on memory reconsolidation processes (for a recent
review see Lee et al. 2017). Specifically, it is assumed that the
reactivation of a consolidated memory renders the reactivated
trace labile again so that it needs to be stabilized anew during a
period of reconsolidation (Nadel and Land 2000; Hupbach et al.
2008; Nader and Einarsson 2010; Dudai 2012). During the recon-
solidation window, memories can be weakened, strengthened,
or updated (Dudai 2006; Alberini 2011). Reactivation-dependent
memory modifications have by now been shown across tasks
and species (Hupbach et al. 2007; Lee 2008; Stollhoff et al. 2008;
Schwabe et al. 2012). Although we did not aim to probe recon-
solidation processes, a reconsolidation-like mechanism might
still have been active. In the updating phase, we presented the
face first, which may have served as a reminder for the respec-
tive face–city pair, and the updated (or original) city name
shortly thereafter, which may be considered a contextual rein-
statement, possibly aiding an inability to successfully update
memories (Gershman et al. 2013). Previous evidence from a
study using TMS pointed also to a critical role of the dlPFC in
the postreactivation strengthening of the episodic memories
(Sandrini et al. 2013). In contrast to the present study, however,
this study did not address the actual updating of memories by
new information. In fact, we are not aware of any reconsolida-
tion study that tested the neural underpinnings of the updating
of long-term memories in humans. Closely related to the recon-
solidation concept and to the current findings, however, is the
fundamental and highly controversial issue of the fate of the
original memory trace after memory updating (Hardt et al.
2009; Bermúdez-Rattoni and McGaugh 2017). Is the original
trace overwritten by the representation of the updated infor-
mation? Or are there 2 competing traces and successful updat-
ing reflects mainly the predominance of the trace representing
the modified association? Experimental studies in humans,
such as the present, can hardly solve this issue. Animal studies
employing state-of-the art molecular techniques, however,
could make a significant contribution to this long-standing
debate. Moreover, as our data suggested updating-related activ-
ity mainly in the left dlPFC and there is some evidence for dis-
tinct roles of the right and left dlPFC in retrieval processes
(Rossi et al. 2001; Javadi and Walsh 2012), future studies may
use brain stimulation techniques to test whether memory
updating processes are indeed lateralized.

In sum, our data provide novel insights into the neural mecha-
nisms underlying a fundamental feature of memory, its ability to
update in light of new information. In particular, we show that
the dlPFC, most likely through its interaction with the hippocam-
pus, is essential for keeping memories up to date, enabling them
to effectively guide choice or simulate upcoming events (Schacter
et al. 2007) and thus to prepare the organism for the future.
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